
 

Packet 7 
 
1. According to one character, this action was only performed once, in 97,445 BCE, but simulated 1.2 

trillion times. A religion centered on performing this action claimed it would create “divine wind” 
that would propel every believer on the (*) “Great Journey.” Performing this action on the incomplete 
Installation 08 caused that structure explode and severely damage Installation 00. As that action was seen 
taking place out the back of an open cargo bay, a character remarks “if we don’t make it, it’s been an honor 
serving with you, John.” For 10 points, identify the action that 343 Guilty Spark attempted to trick Master 
Chief into performing, which would have eradicated all sentient life. 
ANSWER: activating a Halo ring [accept obvious equivalents for activating, like firing] (the opening 
quote is from 2401 Penitent Tangent) <VGM> <VP> 
 

2. Description acceptable. A man in this location had a peck of trouble when his hands and feet were cut 
off with a machete and his body rolled into a bog, causing another character to remark "they peck 
pretty hard around here." In this location, a character sarcastically attempts to figure out 
percentages of the number zero. A character pronounces "this must be what going mad feels like" 
after seeing a statue made of (*) mud in this location.  In order to cut back on weight, Stitch is pushed 
overboard of a transport only to be imprisoned for four years by the Magistrate of this location.  For 10 
points, identify this town where a robbery gone wrong led to cash raining down on the poor workers, 
leading to its nickname after a crewmember of the Serenity. 
ANSWER: Canton [or Jaynestown; or Higgins’ Moon; accept equivalents describing the mud-making 
village that glorified Jayne] <FIR> <VP> 
 

3. After recording a heartfelt message, a character in this film is told that his message will cost six 
thousand twelve dollars to send. A bartender in this film is asked why he keeps polishing the glasses 
when he only ever has one customer. A character notes a drowning man will always try and drag 
somebody down with him, and shortly afterwards, another character swimming in a pool nearly 
drowns after the artificial gravity on the (*) Avalon fails. An android in this film played by Michael 
Sheen consoles Jim Preston, who awakens Aurora Lane from hibernation so he wouldn’t be alone. For 10 
points, name this 2016 drama about two characters stuck on a failing ship attempting a 120 year journey, 
played by Chris Pratt and Jennifer Lawrence.  
ANSWER: Passengers <MOV> <TE> 
 

4. This man led an unsuccessful mission to Pastoria to try to convince King Siroc to join their cause. In 
a deleted scene, after being released to go to lightspeed, this character quips “is there any other 
speed?” As a boy, this character nearly had his tongue removed for stealing from Surat Nuat, until 
he was rescued by Jas Emari and Sinjir Velus. He rebuilt a murderous, red-colored B1 (*) battle droid 
named Mister Bones to be his companion. This character says “watch out for ground fire” after Burillo was 
hit. His first on-screen line was “they’ve somehow created a hyper lightspeed weapon built into the planet 
itself.” For 10 points, name this pilot who flew under the command of Poe Dameron, played by the bearded 
Greg Grunburg. 
ANSWER: Temmin “Snap” Wexley [accept either first name or nickname; prompt on Wexley] <STW> 
<VP> 
 

5. A character in this episode states the reason for separating the military and the police is one fights 
the enemies of the state, the other serves and protects the people, and when the military is both, then 
the enemies of the state tend to become the people. In this episode, a woman recalls President Adar’s 
decision to send marines into Aerilon in order to rationalize a decision taken in the PREVIOUS 
episode. Sharon Valerii is nearly unable to report positive contact from a critical (*) sensor reading in 
this episode, which opens with Sharon soaking wet with no memory of planting stolen explosives. For 10 



 

points, identify this second Battlestar Galactica episode, named for a precious resource that, after an 
explosion aboard Galactica, leaked into space. 
ANSWER: "Water" <BSG> <VP> 
 

6. A ship operated by this species attempted to trick a pursuing ship by twice ejecting debris, the second 
time with a nuclear bomb hidden among the wreckage. One of these people regrets meeting his 
enemy in combat, saying “in a different reality, I could have called you friend.” A character has 
trouble saying the name of this species after being injected with a vaccine for the Melvaran mud flies. 
Robert (*) Tomlinson died during a battle against this species, on the day of his wedding. One of them 
stabbed Richard Robau through the chest after traveling back in time. A mining ship belonging to this 
species created a black hole within a planet using red matter stolen from Spock. For 10 points, identify this 
species first depicted in “Balance of Terror,” whose members included Nero. 
ANSWER: Romulans <TOS> <VP> 
 

7. Note to players: franchise and characteristic of the character is required. One of these characters, the 
only one depicted as female, is seen genuflecting and making a sign of the cross before opening a 
digital bible. One of these characters notes that he learned another character’s father died of ebola 
by watching it in that character’s dreams. One of these characters tells a protagonist that he “can't 
lie to you about your (*) chances, but you have my sympathies” before being incinerated by a 
flamethrower. One of them notes “I may be synthetic, but I'm not stupid.” For 10 points, identify these 
characters created by the Weyland-Yutani Corporation that included the Lance Henrikson-played Bishop 
and the Ian Holm-played Ash, who was programmed to return a xenomorph to Earth. 
ANSWER: androids in the Alien franchise [accept descriptive equivalents for android such as artificial 
person or synthetic person] <MOV> <TE> 
 

8. Description acceptable. On Stargate Atlantis, John Sheppard says "I gotta get myself one of these" 
after using Ronan’s gun to perform this action to rescue Teyla and Ronan on a hive ship. Baze 
Malbus says “Alright, I’ll get the pilot!” before doing this action, and then says “let’s go.” On the 
freighter in The Force Awakens, Han does this action right after looking at Chewbacca’s (*) 
bowcaster and blurting out a "wow," while another time, he tried and failed because of a magnetic seal. In 
A New Hope, Luke and Leia are forced to swing across a chasm because Luke had done this action a few 
seconds before, preventing bridge control access. For 10 points, identify this action when a weapon is used 
to destroy a certain control system. 
ANSWER: shooting a door panel to open/close the door [accept logical equivalents, prompt on partial 
answers; specifically prompt on shooting a door with “what part of the door?”] <CCL> <VP> 
 

9. This person tried to sacrifice himself to save Sirro Argonne and Rasett Milio, but they were executed 
anyway. Operation Fracture was the operation to extract this person, although right before taking 
place, the objective was changed to assassinate this person instead. This person’s last words were “I 
have so much to tell you.” A secret message from this person that was carried in someone else’s boot 
explained how “I did the one thing that nobody (*) expected: I lied... I made myself indispensable, and 
all the while laid the groundwork for my revenge.” After this man was discovered hiding on Lah’mu, a 
character in a white cloak asked him “But farming… really? Man of your talents?” For 10 points, name this 
Imperial scientist who helped build the Death Star, the father of Jyn Erso. 
ANSWER: Galen Erso [prompt on Erso] <STW> <VP> 
 

10. A ship of this class won a battle when its enemy activated a sabotaged cloaking device stolen from the 
IKS Rotarran. Before starring on Parks and Recreation, Adam Scott played a helmsman on a ship of 
this class. A ship in this class intended as a training ship lost all seven of its senior officers during its 
first battle, forcing its crew of cadets to take over for eight months. After a ship in this class was 
destroyed during the Second Battle of (*) Chintoka, its successor, the USS Sao Paolo, was renamed after 
it. A commander of a ship in this class took offense when another character called it a “tough little ship.” 
For 10 points, name this small Starfleet ship class designed entirely for combat, whose lead ship made 
frequent appearances on Deep Space Nine. 



 

ANSWER: Defiant-class <DS9> <VP> 
 

11. A stripped down Lee-Enfield with a grenade launcher was used as a prop for a shock gun created by 
this species called the CA-87 (C-A-eighty-seven). The native language of this species involves scent, 
making it impossible for non-members to understand. Members of this species were played onscreen 
by the (*) children of producer Gary Kurtz. A drink actually named Ardees was nicknamed this species’s 
“juice.” After a group of them were massacred, the identity of their killers was deduced from the fact that 
nearby tracks were side-by-side, as well as precise scorch marks. Sped up recordings of Zulu were used to 
create their language, including the infamous “Utinni (ooh-tee-nee).” For 10 points, name these diminutive 
scavengers on Tatooine.  
ANSWER: Jawas <STW> <VP> 
 

12. This character joked “penny for your thoughts” to a man who had just had a drink thrown in his 
face by a woman named Penny. In this character’s first appearance, he orders a ship to return to 
Earth and put an end to the commies, as “all it takes is a few good men.” This figure summoned 
three witnesses during a trial for asylum: a helper at Woodstock, the descendent of a Civil War 
colonel named Thaddeus, and Sir (*) Isaac Newton. After having a vision of this character during a 
near-death experience, a man says “I refuse to believe that the afterlife is run by you, the universe is not so 
badly designed.” After a stint as being a human, he burst onto a ship’s bridge with a mariachi band, 
shouting “Au contraire, mon capitaine!” For 10 points, name this omnipotent being played by John de 
Lancie. 
ANSWER: Q (just the letter Q, pronounced “cue”) <STM> <VP> 
 

13. This character pointed out “with proper discipline, anything is possible” while carefully cutting a 
crisp breadstick with a fork and knife. While under attack by German Stukas, this character 
comments “it appears that bullets and sirens aren’t all they have.” This character notes that “one of 
the first things a diplomat learns is not to stick his fingers where they don’t belong” after discovering 
that a male crewmember was (*) impregnated by a Xyrillian (zuh-rill-ee-un). This character offered 
neuro-pressure therapy to that character, Trip Tucker, eventually developing a relationship with him. After 
completing what she believed was “a foolish mission” to return Klaang to his homeworld, she joined the 
crew of the NX-01 (N-X-oh-one). For 10 points, name this Vulcan science officer under Jonathan Archer. 
ANSWER: T’Pol <ENT> <VP> 
 

14. A man named Vaneé lived in a fortress on this planet designed by a man named Momin, who was 
able to possess people after his death with a mask. Real shots of Mount Etna were used as a backdrop 
for scenes on this planet. During a discussion on this planet about the power of a (*) weapons project, 
one character remarked “its power to create problems has certainly been confirmed.” Wee Dunn was 
among the kidnapped children transported by Cad Bane to this planet, where San Hill and Poggle the 
Lesser were killed. A character declared “if you’re not with me, then you’re my enemy,” to which another 
character responds “only a Sith deals in absolutes.” For 10 points, identify this volcanic planet, the site of a 
decisive duel between Anakin Skywalker and Obi-Wan Kenobi. 
ANSWER: Mustafar <STW> <VP> 
 

15. Note to moderator: Please read the answerline carefully. In A Hat in Time, director DJ Grooves is 
assisted by penguins from this location. A computer in this general location offers its ability to send 
mail to anyone in exchange for lessons about love. That computer is named TEC-XX, and is located 
in the X-Naut Fortress in this location. Geographic features in this location include Culmina Crater, 
a carrot-shaped tower, and (*) Honeylune Ridge, the latter of which is home to a kingdom named for this 
place. That kingdom in this place is home to a small cathedral hosting a forced wedding at the end of Super 
Mario Odyssey. At the end of Portal 2, Wheatley is defeated after Chell shoots a portal onto this location. 
For 10 points, name this location where players can maintain an outpost run by NASA. 
ANSWER: moons [Accept Moon Kingdom; anti-prompt on answers indicating the secret base of the 
X-Nauts or X-Naut Fortress before “X-Naut” with “Which is located where?”] <VGM> <CS> 
 



 

16. After a bolt of deadly frap ray sizzles past this character’s ship, he says about himself “our hero has 
very high insurance premiums.” This character’s weapon has a “shake and bake” setting and is 
called a “death ray zorcher.” This character wears yellow gloves and a blue jumpsuit with a yellow 
lightning bolt on the front. After crashing into a barren planet scorched by twin suns, he spots a 
hideous alien on the horizon, but that alien brings him a (*) sandwich and some lemonade. This fearless 
hero pilots his red saucer into a world where time has no meaning, which is then revealed to be his math 
class. His alien enemies often turn out to be his parents, Mrs. Wormwood, or Susie. For 10 points, identify 
this character, an alter-ego of Calvin. 
ANSWER: Spaceman Spiff [prompt on Calvin] <WHM> <VP> 

 
17. This character’s first spoken line is “what I did, I did without choice, in the name of peace, and 

sanity.” While trapped in a prison cell with two other men, he notices the way they look at him, 
saying “I’m trying to think of a better word than dread.” This character had earlier asked those two 
men “anybody lose a fez?” after hopping through a (*) time fissure. This man used a gun to carve the 
message “no more” in a wall during a battle in the city of Arcadia on his home planet. This man is told 
“stuck between a girl and a box, story of your life, eh?” by a sentient superweapon called The Moment. For 
10 points, identify this character who supposedly ended the Time War by destroying Gallifrey, who was 
played by John Hurt. 
ANSWER: War Doctor [accept answers describing the Doctor played by John Hurt before mention; 
accept descriptive answers that specify the Doctor between the Eighth and Ninth doctors; prompt on The 
Doctor by saying “which one?”] <OTV> <VP> 
 

18. This species interrupted a wargame simulation involving the U.S.S. Hathaway, whose destruction 
was faked by warping away a split-second before a photon torpedo impact. A hologram of one of this 
species threatened to find and kill Jason Vigo. In “Encounter at Farpoint,” Zorn threatened to sell 
Farpoint Station to this species instead of the Federation. Two of them were trapped seventy 
thousand light years away after one terminus of the unstable Barzan (*) wormhole suddenly moved 
locations. At the Battle of Maxia, the U.S.S. Stargazer under a young Picard destroyed a ship of this species 
commanded by Bok’s son. Ships belonging to them are called Marauders and are captained by DaiMons. 
For 10 points, identify this species which follows the Rules of Acquisition. 
ANSWER: Ferengi <TNG> <VP> 
 

19. This film opens with the theme from the original Battlestar Galactica playing over a Star Wars-style 
crawl. People aboard a ship in this film do not freak out when car-sized asteroids strike the hull, but 
start to panic when they discover the coffee is gone. In this film, Joe Saluki tries to bomb a (*) flight, 
something foreshadowed by his suitcase stickers noting he had visited Dresden and Hiroshima. The 
commander of Alpha Beta base, Buck Murdock, looks through a periscope and sees the starship Enterprise, 
with Buck Murdock being played by William Shatner.  For 10 points, identify this film, subtitled “The 
Sequel," in which Ted Striker takes over for the incapacitated flight crew of the lunar shuttle Mayflower 1. 
ANSWER: Airplane II: The Sequel [do not prompt on Airplane] <MOV> <TE> 
 

20. The explosion of one of these devices destroyed the first off-ship colony founded by the Travelers in 
generations. That explosion was caused by the Vanir’s activation of the Attero device, which leads to 
a fatal build-up of energy in these devices. The Asurans developed a satellite weapon consisting of a 
hyperdrive and one of these devices at its center. The Odyssey launched one of these into a black hole 
to keep it (*) active past its normal limit of thirty eight minutes. A special macro linked thirty four of them 
to Midway Station in the McKay-Carter intergalactic bridge. Puddle Jumpers fit perfectly into these 
devices. For 10 points, identify this device that, when powered by a zero-point module, can dial 
eight-chevron addresses. 
ANSWER: stargates in the Pegasus galaxy [accept Atlantis’s stargate specifically; or Astria Porta; or 
Chappa’ai; or Rings of the Ancestors] <SGA> <VP> 
 

21. A character in this film read the word “Atlas” in a redacted document by holding the blacked-out 
text to the light. In this film, a science teacher states “the curriculum is not designed for teaching a 



 

woman,” to which the female student says “I imagine it's the same as teaching a man.” After taking a 
book from a library, a mother in this film reads to her son from that book, “FORTRAN is a new and 
exciting language.” A character in this film reveals the nearest available (*) bathroom was in a 
different building a half a mile away, prompting a Kevin Costner-played character to knock down a sign 
reading “Colored Ladies Bathroom.” For 10 points, identify this film starring Taraji P. Henson about black 
female mathematicians at NASA. 
ANSWER: Hidden Figures <MOV> <VP> 
 

  


